Charge Anywhere certifies for US EMV payments with Chase
Paymentech
January 5, 2016 (South Plainfield, NJ) - Charge Anywhere®, LLC a leading provider of awardwinning, secure payment applications and payment gateway solutions, recently announced the
Class B U.S. EMV certification of its ComsGate® Payment Gateway with Chase Paymentech. This
EMV certification enables Charge Anywhere to switch EMV transactions for U. S. merchants and
acquirers using the Chase Paymentch Tandem processing platform.
Charge Anywhere has certified with Chase a series of encrypted pos hardware devices designed
to accept EMV chip, chip and PIN, PIN debit and card card payments integrated to the Charge
Anywhere software platform. The Miura Shuttle product line of EMV pos terminals, which
includes the M006, M007 and M010 models, can be used with Android and Apple smart phones
or tablets and with Windows computers. This EMV chip card payment solution is comprised of
PCI compliant software and hardware and can be implemented as a stand-alone solution or
quickly integrated into third party applications. A free software development kit is available to
integrators.
This Chase Paymentech EMV certification underscores Charge Anywhere’s focus and
investment in delivering cost-effective, reliable EMV software and PCI compliant solutions to
the US market. “We have successfully deployed tens of thousands Miura terminals with our
EMV software in projects outside of the US. Our EMV solution supports retail and mobile
implementations for merchants and we have a tool kit for software integrators to quickly and
easily provide EMV payment functionality with minimal development effort and at a fraction of
the cost of developing EMV card acceptance capabilities. Integrators using our semi-integrated
tools can implement an EMV card acceptance solution in a few hours and get completely out of
the scope of PCI DSS and PA DSS compliance,” said Paul Sabella, Charge Anywhere’s Chief
Executive Officer.
This certification to the Chase Paymentech Tandem platform makes the Charge Anywhere EMV
products immediately available to all Chase Paymentech merchants and acquirers in the US.
Merchants, integrators, and acquirers who are in need of EMV solutions should contact Charge
Anywhere.
About Charge Anywhere: Charge Anywhere is a software company and the developer of
Payment Card Industry PA-DSS certified Charge Anywhere® Mobile Payment/POS software
solutions designed for use with Smartphones, Tablets, POS Terminals, e-commerce, Web
terminal and PCI DSS Level 1 compliant ComsGate® Payment Gateway services. For more
information visit them at www.chargeanywhere.com or call (800)211-1256 x 150.
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